
Workology Co’s new online training program, 
Developing your Feedback Muscle, is the 
workshop that provides those tools during two 
engaging and interactive sessions.

Developing your feedback muscle

The essential online workshop for all managers
who want to improve their skills in giving feedback

Giving feedback – the very words are often enough to send a chill down the 
spine of most managers especially if it is developmental feedback that is 
required because a team member’s performance is falling behind or their 
behaviour is inappropriate.

All too often, managers find reasons to avoid giving the necessary feedback – 
which means the initial problem will inevitably grow and spread, often across the 
rest of the team.

Imagine if instead of avoiding the giving of necessary feedback, your managers 
embraced the concept of growing their ‘feedback muscle’. Armed with simple 
but effective tools, your managers increasingly grow in confidence as they 
engage in clear conversations and provide clarity for their team members.



Two engaging and interactive sessions that will have you flexing that 
feedback muscle.

PROGRAM OUTLINE
• Clear conversations
• Improving your communication skills
• How to build feedback muscle
• Why we need to give feedback
• Delivering feedback essentials
• Development feedback tools
• Receiving feedback
• Questions, Review, Takeaways

Developing your feedback muscle

Contact Alison Drew-Forster at Workology Co today 
to enquire further or make a booking
alison@workologyco.com.au 
0400 019 599 
workologyco.com.au

DURATION
2 x 1.5 hour sessions (can be held on the same 
day, or within  a 3 day span)

METHOD
Mix of Powerpoint and facilitated discussions – 
delivered via Zoom

NUMBER OF ATTENDEES
Up to 25 attendees

INVESTMENT
$2,000 exclusive of GST

TESTIMONIALS FROM PILOT PROGRAM

Alison has a wealth of 
experience and knowledge 
that is easy to digest but 
deeply relevant. Anyone 
looking for help with end 
of year performance 
appraisals and giving 
feedback constructively, 
would benefit hugely from 
doing this course.” 

Tracy B 
Head of Delivery, Super Fund

Alison’s expertise in 
providing clarity around 
feedback is a game 
changer for leaders and 
insightful for employees.”

Olivia G 
Acting CEO, Charitable Trust

Great mix between 
the theoretical and the 
practical, actions-based 
strategies to use for the 
conversations I dread. I 
feel much more confident 
when it comes to really living 
a culture that’s based on 
clear communication.” 

Holly C
Communications Director
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